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increased as its size grew above the stable equilibrium point. We call this point !"# . 23 where γ is a parameter that causes some components of fitness to increase as N increases, 26 thus creating an Allee effect and resulting in fitness being maximum at intermediate 27 population sizes (see Aviles [1] for full details), and c determines the strength of negative 28 density dependence. For the Hassell model we used numeric root finding methods to find 29 N max. in R with the rootSolve package. 30
31
If !" > !"# then the dispersal probability of a local population was p = 1 -N max / N ti . 32
The number of dispersers, D, were modeled as a binomial process proportional to the size 33 of the inequality, as follows: 34
35
!"~B in = !" − !"# , = 1 − !"# !"
S2

36
Demographic stochasticity: All populations in the simulation underwent demographic 37 stochasticity, as follows. For the Ricker function: 38
S3
For the Hassell equation: 39
S4
These are simply eqs. 1 or 2, where one of its terms is treated as a Poisson process. 41
42
Environmental stochasticity: To simulate local environmental stochasticity, each 43 population at each time step was given a random value from a gamma distribution for the 44 growth and carrying capacity parameters, r and c (or λ and a for the Hassell model). The 45 shape and rate parameters of the gamma distribution varied with the amount of 46 environmental stochasticity we simulated. These levels were determined by increasing 47 the coefficient of variation (C.V.) on each modified parameter (r, c, λ, a) from 0 48 (demographic stochasticity only) up to a C.V. = 0.22 49
50
Catastrophes: We used a fixed binomial probability that a local population would be hit 51 by a catastrophe (set in the simulations at 0.25 or roughly 25% of the local populations 52 going extinct each generation) based on the catastrophe probability estimated from data 53 on one of our social spider species, A. domingo. This is a binomial form of the Poisson 54 approach used by Lande (1993) . The fraction of individuals surviving in affected 55 populations was drawn from a binomial with probability: 56
Based on our empirical data [4] , in (S5) the fraction of individuals lost to the population 58 (the second factor of the function) is assumed to be an exponentially declining function of 59 population size, with β 1 being the intercept; β 2 , the rate of decline, and ε, a normally 60 distributed error term. Parameter values were chosen based on the A. domingo data. The 61 catastrophe levels are variations in the intercept of the function, β 1 (Fig. S1) . C. D.
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